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neuroscience saint agnes medical center - comprehensive stereotactic radiosurgery program featuring gamma knife the
gold standard for head and neck and novalis shaped beam surgery, adenoid cystic carcinoma organization international
- lung mets treatment options the most common area where acc mets will develop is in the lungs with the liver being the
next most prevalent the primary focus of this list of treatment options is to address lung mets though all 3 of the basic
modalities have been utilized for treating liver mets as well, acoustic neuroma vestibular schwannoma facial nerve
tumors - acoustic neuroma vestibular schwannoma facial nerve tumors introduction acoustic neuroma vestibular
schwannoma and facial nerve tumors are an area of specific interest for the neurosurgeons and staff of neurosurgical
consultants, intensity modulated radiation therapy medical clinical - collimator based imrt uses computers to modify the
intensity of the beam across each individual field with the use of moving collimators conventional treatment with multi leaf
collimation mlc uses static positions of the collimator leaves whereas imrt allows the dynamic motion of the various
collimator leaves during each session of therapy, pet ct scan multi detector ct 3 d ultrasound - multi detector ct computed
tomography computed tomography or ct cat scan is a sophisticated x ray imaging system that scans thin slices of the body
on all sides then combines those slices into a highly detailed three dimensional digital image, breast cancer md anderson
cancer center - breast cancer is responsible for more than 40 000 deaths in the united states each year along with more
than 265 000 cancer diagnoses fortunately new treatments have pushed the disease s five year survival rate to nearly 90,
spine and spinal cord tumors neurosurgerydallas com - spine and spinal cord tumors spinal cord tumors while rare can
leave patients with catastrophic neurological impairment a patient information service, nuclear weapon design wikipedia nuclear weapon designs are physical chemical and engineering arrangements that cause the physics package of a nuclear
weapon to detonate there are three existing basic design types pure fission weapons were the first nuclear weapons built
and have so far been the only type ever used in warfare boosted fission weapons improve on the implosion design boosting
can more than double the
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